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Chapter 20: Historical Material on Merchant’s Capital 
I  The distinction between commercial and industrial capital1 

Merchant’s capital, be it in the form of commercial capital or of money-dealing capital, is not differentiated from 
different branches of industrial capital – mining, agriculture, stock-raising, manufacture, transport, etc. – as these 
latter are from each other. These branches are branches resulting from a social division of labour and represent 
particular spheres of investment for industrial capital in general. Neither is it the case that the distinction 
between merchant’s capital and industrial capital is the same as that between the operation of industrial capital in 
production and its operation in circulation. In the latter case, the specific forms and functions assumed by 
industrial capital in circulation are so assumed only temporarily; in the former they have become separated off 
and exist as capital completely confined to the sphere of circulation. 

 

II  Commercial capital prior to the capitalist mode of production  

The analysis of merchant’s capital up to this point has dealt with it within the framework of the capitalist mode 
of production. But merchants, and hence merchant’s capital, predate the capitalist mode of production.2 

(Here we shall consider commercial, commodity-dealing capital only, since ‘money-dealing and the capital 
advanced in it needs nothing more for its development than the existence of large-scale trade in general, and 
subsequently of commercial, commodity-dealing capital’.3) 

Commercial capital is capital confined to the circulation sphere whose function is to mediate the exchange of 
commodities; for its existence, all that is necessary therefore is that commodities be produced and exchanged. 

Whatever mode of production is the basis on which the products circulating are produced – whether the 
primitive community, slave production, small peasant and petty-bourgeois production, or capitalist 
production – this in no way alters their character as commodities, and as commodities they have to go 
through the exchange process and the changes of form that accompany it. […]. The only thing necessary [for 
the existence of commercial capital] is that these extremes should be present as commodities, whether 
production is over its whole range commodity production or whether it is merely the surplus from producers 
who work to satisfy their own direct needs that is put on the market. Commercial capital simply mediates the 
movement of these extremes, the commodities, as preconditions already given to it.4 

How much of production goes into trade (rather than being produced as means of subsistence) depends on the 
mode of production; under capitalist production effectively all production is produced for exchange. 

Under non-capitalist relations of production, if it is the surplus that is traded, trade itself ‘promotes the 
generation of a surplus product designed to go into exchange, so as to increase the consumption or the hoards 
of the producers (which we take here to mean the owners of the products). It thus gives production a character 
oriented more and more towards exchange-value.’5 

The metamorphosis commodities undergo in exchange is both material, in that commodities are exchanged for 
commodities, and formal, in that commodities are transformed into money (sale) and then into commodities 
again (purchase). The function of commercial capital is the realisation of this formal transformation. ‘The 

                                                 
1 Where I insert my own subheads they appear, as here, in sans serif type. 
2 It ‘is in fact the oldest historical mode in which capital has an independent existence.’ Karl Marx, Capital volume 3 
(Harmondsworth, 1981) [hereafter C3], p. 441. 
3 C3, p. 441. 
4 C3, p. 442. 
5 C3, p. 443. 
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merchant buys and sells for many people. Sales and purchases are concentrated in his hands, and in this way 
buying and selling cease to be linked with the direct need of the buyer (as merchant).’6 

Independently of the mode of production within which commodity exchange is mediated by the merchant, the 
latter’s wealth always exists in the form money wealth and this money functions as capital, in the form M – C – M′. 
‘[M]oney, the independent form of exchange-value, is the starting-point, and the increase of exchange-value the 
independent purpose.’7 The purpose is the transformation of M into M + ∆M. This distinguishes the function of 
commercial capital from commodity trade between producers – with the exchange of use-values as its purpose – 
which takes the form C – M – C. 

Within the capitalist mode of production, commercial capital presents itself as one type of – functionally 
differentiated – capital; in earlier modes of production, commercial capital appears as capital par excellence. This is 
why commercial capital appears as the historic form of capital before capital itself takes control over production. 

More than this, the development of commercial capital is itself a historical precondition for the development of 
the capitalist mode of production, insofar as (1) it serves as a precondition for the concentration of monetary 
wealth, and (2) gives to production a form increasingly orientated towards exchange-value.8 

Under capitalist relations of production, commercial capital becomes one particular moment of capital in 
general, functioning ‘as the agent of productive capital.’9 Where commercial capital predominates, however, this 
means that production is not subordinate to capital. ‘The independent development of commercial capital thus 
stands in inverse proportion to the general economic development of society.’10 

But at the same time, if commercial capital is the predominant form of capital, this means that the process of 
circulation has become independent of the exchanging producers. The product becomes a commodity through 
trade: it is trade that turns the products into commodities. ‘Capital as capital, therefore, appears first of all in the 
circulation process.’11 It is in this circulation process that money becomes capital, and that the product becomes 
a commodity.  

When the process of circulation functions independently in this way, this means both that (1) ‘circulation has 
still not mastered production, but is related to it simply as its given precondition’, and ‘the production process 
has not yet absorbed circulation into it as a mere moment.’12  

Marx notes that this, which he calls ‘[t]he law that the independent development of commodity capital stands in 
inverse proportion to the level of development of capitalist production’13 is particularly noticeable in the case of 
the ‘carrying trade’ as carried out conducted by the Venetians, Genoans and Dutch, whose profits were made 
not by producing anything themselves but by mediating the exchange of the products of less developed 
communities, and by exploiting them. 

                                                 
6 C3, p. 443. ‘[I]t should be understood right from the start that this is not just an exchange between the immediate 
producers, In the case of the slave relationship, the serf relationship, and the relationship of tribute (where the primitive 
community is under consideration), it is the slaveowner, the feudal lord or the state receiving tribute that is the owner of 
the product and therefore its seller.’ 
7 C3, p. 443. ‘The less developed production is [i.e. ‘the more production is directly the production of the producer’s 
means of subsistence’], the more monetary wealth is concentrated in the hands of merchants and appears in the specific 
form of mercantile wealth.’ 
8 ‘Even so, this development, taken by itself, is insufficient to explain the transition from one mode of production to the 
other, as we shall soon see in more detail.’ C3, p. 444. 
9 C3, p. 444. 
10 C3, p. 445. 
11 C3, p. 445. 
12 C3, p. 445. 
13 C3, p. 446. 
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This, Marx notes, is commercial capital in its ‘pure’ form, completely separated from production.14 But the 
monopoly enjoyed by the carrying trade declines with the overall development of capitalist production, for it is 
precisely the low level of economic development that is its basis. And the decline in the commercial wealth 
which rested on the basis of the carrying trade is a manifestation of the subordination of commercial capital to 
industrial capital. 

The form of commercial capital is M – C – M′ ;15 the merchant’s profit is made in the two phases (purchase, 
then sale), and realised in the second. 

 

III  Commercial capital and the establishment of commodity values 

If commodities are sold at their values, commercial profit appears impossible. ‘“Buy cheap and sell dear” is the 
law of commerce, not the exchange of equivalents.’16 

But value appears here qualitatively, insofar as the commodities to be exchanged are values (and therefore 
money), i.e. they are expressions of social labour. But the quantitative relationship between commodities is at first 
accidental. Products ‘assume the commodity form in so far as they are in some way exchangeable, i.e. are 
expressions of some third thing.’17 Continuous and repeated exchange reduces the accidental character of the 
quantitative relations. But equivalence is achieved through the action of the merchant, not for the producers and 
consumers. The merchant, as ‘mediator between the two […], compares money prices and pockets the 
difference.’18  

In precapitalist societies, the most developed trading activity rested on the backwardness of the producing 
communities for whom they acted as intermediaries. Contrary to capitalist production, trade prevails over 
production. But trade affects the productive activity it comes into contact with, by making consumption 
increasingly dependent on sale. It ‘dissolves the old relationships.’19 It increases the circulation of money. It 
passes from dealing only with the surplus, and increasingly takes hold of and conditions production itself. It has 
a ‘solvent effect’.20 

The action of commercial capital in exchanging products of undeveloped communities not only appears to be 
but really is fraudulent.21 

But precisely because profit is gained by exploiting the difference between production prices between 
communities trade acts to ‘equalise and establish commodity values’,22 promoting the expansion and 
diversification of production, and orientating it increasingly towards exchange-value, and away from use-value: 
the ‘solvent effect’. 

 

                                                 
14 ‘As for the manner and form in which commercial capital operates where it dominates production directly, a striking 
example is given not only by colonial trade in general (the so-called colonial system), but quite particularly by the 
operations of the former Dutch East India Company.’ C3, pp. 446-7. 
15 This is misprinted in this edition (C3, p. 446) as C – M – C′. 
16 C3, p. 447. 
17 C3, p. 447. This is a definitially important remark. 
18 C3, p. 447. 
19 C3, p. 448. 
20 C3, p. 448. 
21 ‘Commercial capital, when it holds a dominant position, is […] in all cases a system of plunder, just as its development 
in the trading peoples of both ancient and modern times is directly bound up with violent plunder, piracy, the taking of 
slaves and subjugation of colonies; as in Carthage and Rome, and later with the Venetians, Portuguese, Dutch, etc.’ C3, pp. 
448-9. 
22 C3, p. 448. 
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IV  Commercial capital and the transition to the capitalist mode of production 

The degree to which trade leads to the actual dissolution of an existing mode or production, and, should 
dissolution actually occur, depends on the stability and architecture of the old mode of production. 

In the ancient world, the development of commercial capital produced slave economies; in the more modern 
world, capitalist production. ‘It follows that this result is itself conditioned by quite other circumstances than the 
development of commercial capital.’23 

While it is true that with the separation off of urban industry – whose products are commodities by nature – 
from agriculture, the mediation of trade becomes a requirement,24 the development of trade does not 
automatically lead to a development of manufactures (Marx cites the example of late republican Rome). 

And while it is true that the sixteenth and seventeenth-centuries expansion in trade advanced the development 
of commercial capital, and represented a pivotal moment in the transition from the feudal to the capitalist mode 
of production,25 manufacture itself developed where conditions had already been made propitious for it in the 
medieval period.26 

Despite the effect of the expansion in trade of the sixteenth and into the seventeenth centuries on the old mode 
of production, once capitalist production relations predominated, rather than the world market forming the 
basis of production it was the ‘the immanent need’27 on the part of the latter to produce on an increasingly ever 
greater scale that now drove expansion of trade on a world scale. Once this happens, ‘commercial supremacy is 
now linked with the greater or lesser prevalence of the conditions for large-scale industry.’28 

‘The transition from the feudal mode of production,’ Marx notes, ‘takes place in two different ways.’29 Either, 
the existing producer becomes a merchant and a capitalist, or the existing merchant takes direct control over 
production. Marx classifies the former as the ‘really revolutionary way’. 

To understand what Marx means here it will be useful to remind ourselves of the distinction made in volume 1 
between the ‘formal’ and ‘real’ ‘subsumption of labour under capitalism’. 

By formal subsumption what Marx was referring to was the transformation of a pre-capitalist labour process 
into a capitalist one by transforming the direct producer into a seller of labour-power who is confronted now 
with means of production and subsistence as capital. 

Marx gives the following examples of the formal subsumption of labour: the peasant who becomes a day 
labourer working for a farmer; the replacement of a guild hierarchy by a system based on the opposition 
between capitalist and wage-labourers; a slave-owner employing her slaves as paid workers; etc. In each of these 
cases ‘production processes of varying social provenance have been transformed into capitalist production.’30 

                                                 
23 C3, p. 450. 
24 ‘The dependence of trade on urban development is to this extent self-evident, as is the conditioning of the latter by 
trade.’ C3, p. 450. 
25 ‘The sudden expansion of the world market, the multiplication of commodities in circulation, the competition among 
the European nations for the seizure of Asiatic products and American treasures, the colonial system, all made a 
fundamental contribution towards shattering the feudal barriers to production.’ C3, p. 450. 
26 ‘Compare Holland with Portugal for example.’ C3, p. 450 
27 C3, p. 451. 
28 C3, p. 451. ‘Compare England and Holland, for example. The history of Holland’s decline as the dominant trading 
nation is the history of the subordination of commercial capital to industrial capital.’ 
29 C3, p. 452. The passage that follows has had a prominent place in the debates among Marxists on the notion of the 
‘bourgeois revolutions’ and on the ‘transition’ from feudalism to capitalism. 
30 Karl Marx, Capital volume 1 (Harmondsworth, 1990) [hereafter C1], p. 1020. 
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The formal subsumption of labour under capital is so-called ‘because it is only formally distinct from earlier 
modes of production on whose foundation it arises.’31 The subsumption is achieved by changing the way in 
which compulsion is applied to the producer, i.e. the way in which the surplus is extracted. 

This does not necessarily imply a fundamental change in the nature of the labour process itself: ‘capital 
subsumes the labour process as it finds it, that is to say, it takes over an existing labour process, developed by 
different and more archaic modes of production.’32 Changes that do occur do so as gradually accumulating 
consequences of subsumption – an increase in labour intensity, in continuity, in orderliness, etc.  

Contrasted with this is the ‘real’ subsumption of labour under capital, in which not only are the direct producers 
turned into sellers of labour-power, but the labour process itself is transformed. 

What are the consequences of the real subsumption of labour? 

• socialised (collective) labour: co-operation, division of labour within the workshop, machinery 

• application of science to production (a self-reinforcing development since the development of the material 
basis of society prompts scientific and technological development in itself 

• significant increases in the scale of production 

These constitute a development of the productive forces. But this development takes the form not of the productive 
power of labour but of the productive power of capital; nor, a fortiori, does it take the form of the productive 
power of the individual worker or of individual workers joined together in production. ‘The mystification 
implicit in the relations of capital as a whole is greatly intensified [...] far beyond the point it had reached or 
could have reached in the purely formal subsumption of labour under capital.’33 

‘If the production of absolute surplus-value was the material expression of the formal subsumption of labour 
under capital, then the production of relative surplus-value may be viewed as its real subsumption.’34 

The ‘direct subordination of the labour process to capital’35 is common to both formal and real subsumption of 
labour; but what is specific to the latter is the existence of ‘a technologically and otherwise specific mode of 
production – capitalist production – which transforms the nature of the labour process and its actual 
conditions.’36 In short, ‘the real subsumption of labour under capital is developed in all the forms evolved by 
relative, as opposed to absolute, surplus-value.’37 As a consequence, capitalist production acquires its constantly 
self-revolutionising character with respect to the productivity of labour and to the relations between workers 
and capitalists. Now, with large-scale production, comes the opportunity for the application of science to 
production. A constantly growing minimum amount of capital appears in proportion to specifically capitalist 
methods of production; capital, as a consequence, ‘must increase the volume of its operations to the point where 
it assumes social dimensions, and so sheds its individual character entirely.’38 Once real subsumption takes place 
in certain branches of industry its effects are felt outside as new branches, as yet only formally subsumed, if 
subsumed at all, are brought under its sway.39 

Under real subsumption – the capitalist mode of production properly speaking – ‘the material result [...], if we 
except the development of the social productive forces of labour, is to raise the quantity of production and 

                                                 
31 C1., p. 1025. 
32 C1, p. 1021. 
33 C1, p. 1024. 
34 C1, p. 1025. 
35 C1, p. 1034. 
36 C1, pp. 1034-5. 
37 C1, p. 1035. 
38 C1, p. 1035. 
39 A matter which is effectively the subject matter of chapter 15, ‘Machinery and Large-Scale Industry’, C1, pp. 492-639. 
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multiply and diversify the sphere of production and their sub-spheres.’40 Now, the law of production for 
production’s sake comes into full effect. The scale of production is now no longer determined by existing needs, 
but by the ever-increasing scale of production demanded by the law of value, which here demands that each 
individual product contain proportionally as much unpaid labour as possible. 

What Marx describes here, in volume 3, as the ‘really revolutionary way’ in the transition to the capitalist mode 
of production is ‘revolutionary’ insofar as it precisely involves the real subsumption of labour. 

Marx cites as an example of the merchant taking over production, an exampleof formal subsumption (which 
‘cannot bring about the overthrow of the old mode of production by itself, but rather preserves and retains it as 
its own precondition’41) the seventeenth-century English clothier, 

who brought weavers who were formerly independent under his control, selling them their wool and buying 
up their cloth […]. Right up to the middle of this century, for example, the manufacturer in the French silk 
industry, and the English hosiery and lace industries too, was a manufacturer only in name. In reality he was 
simply a merchant, who kept the weavers working in their old fragmented manner and exercised only control 
as a merchant; it was a merchant they were really working for. This method always stands in the way of the 
genuine capitalist mode of production and disappears with its development. Without revolutionizing the 
mode of production, it simply worsens the conditions of the direct producers, transforms them into mere 
wage-labourers and proletarians under worse conditions than those directly subsumed by capital, 
appropriating their surplus labour on the basis of the old mode of production.42 

Marx contrasts this with the ‘really revolutionary way’ 

Whereas before the master-weaver gradually received his wool from the merchant in small portions and 
worked along with his journeymen for the merchant, now the weaver buys wool or yam himself, and sells the 
merchant his cloth. The elements of production go into the production process as commodities that he has 
himself bought. And instead of producing for the individual merchant or for particular customers, the weaver 
now produces for the entire world of commerce. The producer is his own merchant. Commercial capital now 
simply performs the circulation process. At first, trade is the precondition for the transformation of guild and 
rural domestic crafts into capitalist businesses, not to mention feudal agriculture. It develops the product into 
a commodity, partly by creating a market for it, partly by supplying new commodity equivalents and new raw 
and ancillary materials for production, and thereby opening new branches of production that are based on 
trade from the very beginning- both on production for the market and world market, and on conditions of 
production that derive from the world market. As soon as manufacture becomes somewhat stronger, and still 
more so large-scale industry, it creates a market for itself and uses its commodities to conquer it. Trade now 
becomes the servant of industrial production, for which the constant expansion of the market is a condition 
of existence. An ever-increasing mass production swamps the existing market and thus works steadily 
towards its expansion, breaking through its barriers. What restricts this mass production is not trade (in as 
much as this only expresses existing demand), but rather the scale of the capital functioning and the 
productivity of labour so far developed. The industrial capitalist is constantly faced with the world market; he 
compares and must compare his own cost prices not only with domestic market prices, but with those of the 
whole world.43 

Finally, Marx notes that the first theoretical account of the capitalist mode of production – mercantilism – 
‘necessarily proceeded from the superficial phenomena of the circulation process, as these acquire autonomy in 
the movement of commercial capital. Hence it only grasped the semblance of things.’44 In part, this was due to 

                                                 
40 C1., p. 1037. 
41 C3, p. 452. 
42 C3, pp. 452-3. 
43 C3, pp. 454-5. Marx makes fleeting mention of a third possible outcome. ‘[T]he merchant [can become] […] an 
industrialist directly; this is the case with crafts that are founded on trade, such as those in the luxury industries, where the 
merchants import both raw materials and workers from abroad, as they were imported into Italy from Constantinople in 
the fifteenth century.’ C3, p. 453-4. 
44 C3, p. 455. 
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commercial capital being ‘the first independent mode of existence of capital in general’,45 and in another part 
because ‘of the overwhelming influence that commercial capital exercised in the period when feudal production 
was first overthrown, the period of the rise of modern production. The genuine science of modem economics 
begins only when theoretical discussion moves from the circulation process to the production process.’46 

                                                 
45 C3, p. 455. 
46 C3, p. 455. 


